John Bollinger celebrated the 30th anniversary of the Bollinger Bands and recently released an entire suite of Bollinger Bands tools. John tells FX Trader Magazine how and why he created these new BB indicators and in which way they can help traders in the trading process.

“Technical analysis and robust trading systems are a way to minimize the impact of emotions in the trading process.”
Since your last interview in FX Trader Magazine, it seems like you’ve been working hard creating new indicators and tools. Can you tell us more about these new tools?

I developed Bollinger Bands 30 years ago and shortly thereafter I derived two indicators from Bollinger Bands, %b, which tells us where we are in relation to the bands, and BandWidth, which tells us how wide the bands are. For many years those three components were the Bollinger Band family.

The next addition was Bollinger Envelopes, which are Bollinger Bands derived from the extremes of the data rather than an average of the closes. More recently I came to understand that a number of new Bollinger Band tools were possible, tools that could usefully replace their non-adaptive analogs. The goal was to create a full suite of logically-consistent, fully-adaptive, state-of-the-art, technical-analysis tools derived from the Bollinger Bands. Their commonality is that they are all adaptive to market conditions via their grounding in Bollinger Bands.

Are they meant to be used as a complement to your volatility bands?

Exactly. I use other indicators for confirmation or divergence of band action and that is how these indicators are meant to be used. They work with Bollinger Bands, Bollinger Envelopes, or Bollinger Bands constructed with alternative smoothings as their inputs. In fact, they will work with almost any kind of trading band:

FX Trader Magazine readers who wish to purchase the new DVD course; “Bollinger on Bollinger Bands DVD 2013”, will receive a complimentary DVD “Introduction to Bollinger Bands” as well as a free three-month subscription to the Pro section of www.BBForex.com (read more here).
The new BB indicators cover most of the traditional technical analysis tasks. Below is a list and what they do:

- %b - Where are we in relation to the Bollinger Bands?
- BBImpulse - How is price changing in relation to the Bollinger Bands?
- BBMomentum - What is the momentum of price in relation to the Bollinger Bands?
- BandWidth - How wide are the Bollinger Bands?
- %BandWidth - How wide are the Bollinger Bands in relation to history?
- BandWidth Delta - How is BandWidth changing?
- BBTrend - Are prices trending or consolidating?

FXTM: How expert should a trader be in the fields of technical analysis and the use of the Bollinger Bands in order to use your new indicators properly?

JB: I think that emotions are the trader’s greatest enemy. Technical analysis and robust trading systems are a way to minimize the impact of emotions in the trading process. But like any skill technical analysis has to be learned and practiced. The more knowledge and experience you bring to the table, the better your chance of success.

FXTM: Did the creation of the new tools come from your own trading experience and the process of fine-tuning the use of the volatility bands? Or did it come from traders’ specific needs or feedback about the use of the Bollinger Bands?

JB: It came from feedback. I saw some very interesting things being done with Bollinger Bands and that sparked the idea that there could be a Bollinger Band derived tool in each category of TA providing a comprehensive and consistent set of tools.

FXTM: Do you recommend a specific training to new traders before using the Bollinger Bands and the new toolkit?

JB: I recommend reading the classics of technical analysis like Martin Pring, Jay Schabacher, Robert Edwards and John Magee to get a sound foundation for technical analysis in general, which will also build the foundation for using Bollinger Bands.
new tools to trade forex?

JB:
Yes. In fact I created a website specifically for the forex market, www.BBForex.com. All of my indicators including my newest work are available for currency pairs with streaming real time pricing.

FXTM:
Are some of the new tools specifically useful on the forex?

JB:
None of the tools were created specifically for forex, but all the new tools work well for the forex market except for indicators such as BBAccumulation which rely on volume data.

FXTM:
Talking about the evolution of the Forex market today, do you see traders using currencies more and more as an asset class?

JB:
Yes, because as the various asset classes become more correlated traders are on the lookout for other opportunities. That correlation makes currency trading ever more attractive in the context of a portfolio.

FXTM:
Do you see the increased regulation of the forex market more as a sign of consolidation or limitation of retail FX trading in the future?

JB:
I mostly see it as a sign that the forex market is expanding and maturing and therefore increased regulation is to be expected.

FXTM:
Do you think traders are well-prepared today when they approach currency trading?

JB:
I think that traders, all traders, need to continuously learn and grow to remain successful. There are ample opportunities to hone one’s knowledge and skills. The level of preparation is a personal choice.

FXTM:
What would be your most important recommendation to a forex trader today?

JB:
Keep it simple. Learn a few tools and develop a system that works for you. Do not jump from system to system because then you cannot learn from your mistakes. Be disciplined and understand your strengths and weaknesses and develop a trading style that works for your strengths. And learn about position sizing.
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